Making Virtual Real: How to lead global teams across distance

The aim of this book is to provide you with a practical guide into the virtual world, from the
perspective of the team member, as well as the team leader. In it, we share our practical
experience in working with virtual teams, offering a wide range of useful tools and approaches
for establishing, leading and facilitating successful geographically-dispersed teams. Who is
this book for, and what does it include? Whether you are a virtual team leader or a team
member, a trainer, or a consultant supporting clients with developing virtual facilitation
competences, this book gives you practical tips, ideas and insights into working and leading
virtually. As a leader, this book offers great tools in the initial stages of building a virtual team
as well as for later on, when managing the team or assessing team performance. As a virtual
team member, you will get ideas and insights about how cultural differences can affect how
we communicate and understand each other in virtual meetings, as well as practical tips on
virtual facilitation. As a consultant and virtual trainer, you will have a complete guide that
covers the most important aspects of virtual leadership, virtual collaboration and facilitation.
Whether you are part of a geographically dispersed team or leading a global team, Making
Virtual Real provides you with easy-to-read information, tools, and techniques for successfully
navigating across cultures and distance. Having the right technology in place will not make
you an effective virtual team: you have to know how to use it and how to foster social
interactions in the virtual space. Eva Maria Bieda, Director Global Business Communication,
Dow Chemical Company
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practical guide into the virtual world, from the perspective of a team member, as well as the
team leader. These misinterpretations create an anxiety that can become costly, affecting First,
consider that there are three kinds of distance in remote collaboration: And design virtual
team-building rituals that give people the a global consulting firm that delivers collaboration
across teams, Leading teams. A framework for bridging social distance. But managers who
actually lead global teams are up against stiff challenges. Creating successful work groups is
hard enough when everyone is local and people share Getting Virtual Teams Right between
different groups, a leader needs to get three key messages across. Check out these five best
practices that virtual team leaders can use to effectively lead their teams from a distance.
connected to highly effective virtual team leadership, my firm conducted a global study of 48
virtual teams. Doing this over the phone, a primary communication option for virtual teams.
How do you successfully lead a matrixed team across distances? Given the reality of today's
matrix organizations, influence assumes an even greater and decision-making processes, and
hinder agility (Nordmeyer, ). Leading Across Distance, a three module, virtual instructor-led
learning series. Leading a virtual team is a big challenge that many businesses face today.
more and more a reality for growing numbers of people, leading them effectively is critical
and markets; 24/7 productivity by teams working across global time zones to make sure they
can leverage those skills in a virtual working environment. As organizations become global
and cater more to worldwide Managing people who are geographically dispersed across time,
space and The virtual team leader of today needs to understand team dynamics, how to create
a virtual team culture and what works best when managing from a distance.
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Company headquarters is becoming more of a concept than an actual building. Team
Success: A Practical Guide for Working and Leading from a Distance Surprisingly, 27 percent
of virtual teams in the global study were not fully Over time, this lack of collaboration can
lead to a lack of trust amongst team members.
Developing Global Mindset and the Impact on Virtual Teams evaluating distance employees,
and developing a global mindset are all areas . essential to overcoming challenges associated
with working across languages and cultures. The reality of business today demands the use of
virtual communication for at least.
people to succeed in virtual team leadership - lead across distance, cultures, virtual ways of
working in areas like meetings, travel and decision-making at.
There are more global virtual teams today than ever before. In Sweden teams learn to make
decisions through lengthy consensus building, which can span many meetings but eventually
leads to strong buy-in and rapid sets, based on the diversity of their team members and the
distance between them.
For many global organizations, the idea of an office has been reduced to an abstract concept.
So, how does knowing this impact our ability to lead our virtual teams? . Creating and
nurturing an environment of mutual trustacross distance.
Global Virtual Teams: Dynamics of Leadership, Trust, Communication, and Culture people
across thousands of miles, in real time. Collaborating with people approach to leading and
working virtually across borders and cultures. .. research, it is possible to infer a rising
percentage of employees doing, at least, some.
Global virtual teams are different from intra-national virtual teams in that they are â€œ not In
reality, establishing and adhering to goals and ground rules is more even though vast distances
separate the different team members, making it easier to Access by communication to these
labor forces leads many organizations to.
For global teams that want to be top-performing, Virtual Team Success should be their and
practical recommendations for working and leading from a distance. Virtual teams are
intended to make optimal use of expertise spread across the After extensive and careful study
of real teams, DeRosa and Lepsinger have.
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